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As if COE wasn’t doing its darndest to kill nice cars, it was recently 
announced that the vehicle population growth rate of Singapore will be, 
whether you like it or not, forced to zero. 

Does that mean that many of us will eventually be forced to squeeze in 
overcrowded buses and trains? Maybe, if the public transport’s reputation 
for breaking down and crying is to continue into next year. Will you still 
aspire to own a car? Definitely. Can you afford to own a car? Hmm. Maybe.

The zero growth will almost definitely drive COE prices up further (lest 
we forget, an expanding population might play a role here). So, what 
happened to the idea behind COE category “A”, which was once said to be 
created for social equity reasons - a.k.a “the mass-market car owners”?

Hopefully, someone had the foresight to account for the the population 
growth according to the vehicle growth. In fact, Singapore’s population 
has been growing. Albeit slowly, but growing is growing, yes?

The repercussions for many industries may be great. There may be 
chaos in the market as COE will be even be more of a speculation game 
by then. Current car owners, as well as used car dealers might become the 
new kingpins of the car market by controlling the COE supply by hanging 
onto old cars - but for how long? 

As technology advances, Singapore is highly likely to be able to 
accommodate more cars. Fear congestion? How about a more logical road 
design, smarter country planning and fewer roadworks (and quit digging 
up the same road more than 10 times a year). 

Why not start treating cars the way Singapore treats property - if 
you can buy a property with “rebates” and “subsidies” based on your 
family structure, why not cars? If homeowners are treated differently for 
owning more than one property, why not those who own more than 
one car then? 

It’s funny how one country that stresses conformity for success sees the 
needs to have two systems, none of which are perfect, neither are similar 
for two very similar problem. Also, are you sure you can afford that public 
housing loan - with enough money to retire? Ha. Ha…. 

Many cities see innovative schemes like car sharing, ride-sharing by 
matching drivers with people seeking lifts . Many government officials 
walk the talk by not owning more than one car if they encourage a car-lite 
society. One day, a city’s residents will probably be judged according to 
what the residents are good at sharing. 

If that were true, our current sad state of “sharing” is just proof that we 
still have a long way to go before we catch up with our GDP.

Signing off,
Krado Low

ZERO GROWTHEDITOR’S NOTE
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CAR MART @ CARROS RETURNS IN NOVEMBER

THE NEW GOLF 
HAS ARRIVED

ADVANTI RACING CAMMINO N776

Singapore’s fastest growing Car Mart is returning at the end of November. On 25 and 
26 Nov, Carros Centre, the largest freehold automobile mega hub in Singapore at 60 
Jalan Lam Huat, will welcome thousands of car buyers, sellers and enthusiasts alike. 

The spacious levels of Carros Centre has been grabbing headlines as a visually arresting 
space for automotive and lifestyle events of various scales. Building on the success of 
the previous event, the event now stretches over two days and two levels, giving car 
buyers and sellers even more time to browse through more than 500 new and pre-
owned cars for sale.

Anyone can display their vehicle for sale at the car mart for $10 per car for advance 
booking, and $15 for drive ins. More than just cars, enthusiasts can look forward to 
checking out the wide range of car accessories and services on display at special rates

Admission and parking is free for the public. There will be lucky draws, door gifts, food 
trucks, family activities and kiddies games to keep the entire family entertained. Ease of 
transport was ensured with a free shuttle bus service running from Kranji MRT station.

Inspired by sport-luxury vehicles, Advanti 
Racing Wheels are the definition of what 
sport luxury encompasses. With its 
unmatched quality and forward styling 
Advanti Racing provides the elegance to 
any modern day sport tuned vehicle.

Advanti Racing meticulously crafts 
every wheel design with precision and 

forward styling. At the core of every wheel 
produced is an unsurpassed level of quality. 

Advanti Racing’s history in F1 racing are the 
fundamentals on which their wheels are built..

The latest Cammino N776 in Matte Gunmetal 
Machined Face, is a new twist on the evergreen five-

spoke design, with accents to highlight the narrow 
profiles of the spoke structure. It is now available in 
18-inch with a choice of offsets +38 or +45 for the 
desirable staggered look. It will fit cars with a PCD of 
5x114.3 or 5x112. 

The new wheel features proprietary Dynamic 
Spinning Tech (DST). Utilizing flow forming 
technology to apply pressure, the DST process 
stretches and forms the material, resulting in greater 
tensile strength similar to forged wheels. The 
result is lightweight wheels with greater strength, 
reduced unsprung weight and shock resistance over 
conventional cast wheels. Quicker heat dissipation 
reduces heat buildup and stress on the tire and 
braking components.

Volkswagen took the covers off its facelifted Golf 
hatchback. The new Golf range gets into swing 
with three offerings at launch: the entry-level 
1.0-litre model, the hot hatch Golf GTI and the 
super-hatch Golf R. 

The  $105,900 1.0 Golf has a new, 999cc, three-cylinder 
engine that replaces the old 1.2-litre inline four as the 
most affordable of the Golf range. It makes the same 
110hp but with more torque, 200Nm, so the 0-100km/
h time is reduced from 10.2 to 9.9 seconds. Efficiency 
figures are identical, at 5.0L/100km and 114g/km 
CO2. The middle-range Golf models will be a 1.4 

Comfortline and 1.4 Highline model, both powered by 
the current 1.4-litre engine, albeit with 125hp. There 
will also be a slightly racier 1.4 R-line variant, with 
150hp. The 1.4-litre engines will be launched in 2018.

Notably, a new 6.5-inch TFT touchscreen infotainment 
display is standard equipment on the 1.0, replacing 
the old monochrome, 5.0-inch unit. The new unit also 
has Bluetooth and USB connectivity as standard. Rest 
Assist, a driver attention system, is also now standard. 

Both GTI and R models get a modest 10hp boost to 
power. The GTI makes 230hp in total, with 350Nm 

of torque, 0-100km/h is done in 6.4 seconds on to 
a 248km/h top speed, consuming 6.5L/100km and 
emitting 151g/km of CO2. It retails for $175,900 
with COE. 

The Golf R has 290hp on tap, with 380Nm of torque, 
it breaks 100km/h from nothing in only 4.6 seconds 
- thanks to all-wheel drive - and has a 250km/h top 
speed. It consumes 7.1L/100km and emits 163g/km 
of CO2. Another addition is a seven-speed dual-clutch 
gearbox (the previous version had six-speeds), paired 
with the same ‘4MOTION’ all-wheel drive as before. 
The Golf R retails for $211,900 with COE.

www.carros.com.sg
facebook.com/CarrosCentre

yhi.com.sg





Race promoter Singapore GP and Title Sponsor Singapore Airlines 
collaborated to raise funds for Community Chest beneficiaries through a 
charity drive event, Racing Hearts. Held on Saturday, 26 August from 5pm 
to 9pm, beneficiaries and members of the public experienced a fun-filled 

evening and partake in race-themed activities at the F1 Pit Building

It had been over seven years since the last Formula Drift Singapore was held at the 
F1 Pit Building, but it certainly was the first time in Singapore that the public were 
able to enjoy a free drifting demonstrations by Formula Drift professionals in a 
variety of iconic drift cars such as the Toyota Chaser, Soarer and Nissan Silvias.

One of the world’s top Formula Drift competitors, Kenshiro Gushi, was specially 
flown in to lead the demo team. The US-based professional drifter was supported 
by Malaysian Formula Drift Asia veterans Ivan Lau and Ee Yoong Cherng, as well as 
Singapore’s very own Ng Sheng Nian and Felix Lim. 

Six lucky members of the public had the opportunity to have the front passenger 
seat to the maniac drifting action. To raise funds for charity, Singapore residents 
can submit a bid for an exclusive opportunity to strap themselves in the car with 
Kenshiro Gushi on the wheel.

The weather was excellent, and as the track lit up for the night, the drifters came 
out, driving the crowd wild with revving engines. There were a total of four demo 
runs from 5.30pm to 8:30pm, each one thrilling the audience at the grandstand 
with impossible sideway drift angles as well as super close “tandem drifting”. The 
loud cheers over the cloud of smoke certainly was evidence that the public went 
wild over the stunning performance. 

Together, Singapore GP and Singapore Airlines and over 8000 public members 
helped to raise S$20,158 for Community Chest Singapore! 
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Performance Motors “Escape the City” to experience 

a Food Trail in Johor.
Performance Motors, with more than 80 people, 

including customers and their families hit the road 

recently and embarked on a day trip to Johor to 

enjoy some delicious food and experience sheer 

driving pleasure during the “Escape the City: Food 

Trail Edition”.
‘Escape the City’ is a long-standing tradition of 

Performance Motors’ to engage and interact with 

their customers through drive-aways, usually short 

holidays and breakfast drives in Malaysia. On this 

food trail, we took our customers on a one-day food 

adventure to taste the signature flavours of Johor 

and at the same time, enjoying a quick break from 

the customers’ busy schedules in Singapore.
This is one of the many customer engagement 

events organised for our loyal customers to 

thank them for their continued support,” said 

Horst Herdtle, Managing Director of Performance 

Motors Limited. A fleet of nearly 30 BMW 

hatchbacks, sedans, 7-seaters and sports activity 

vehicles took off at dawn on 8 September from 

the BMW showroom located at the Sime Darby 

Performance Centre, 303 Alexandra Road to 

beat the early morning traffic at theSingapore-

Malaysia Second Link.After 90 minutes, the convoy arrived at Kluang Rail 

Coffee where participants were treated to authentic 

kopitiam eats from Mee Siam and Mee Rebus to Bun 

Bakar and Hainanese Kopi. The participants then 

embarked on a two and a half hour journey to Jade 

Garden Seafood Restaurant at Sungai Rengit for the 

ocean’s freshest catch for lunch. With their bellies well fed, the participants gathered 

for a group photo before returning to Singapore. 

By 5pm, the Tuas checkpoint was in sight and more 

than 300 kilometres of trunk roads and expressways 

had been covered.
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Sungei Kadut was injected with a bustle of activity on 24 September 2017 ass Sunday Carmart @ 
Carros swung into action. The normally quiet estate in the north of Singapore was buzzing as 
thousands descended on the giant automotive hub.

Located at 60 Jalan Lam Huat, Carros Centre is the largest freehold automobile mega hub in Singapore, 
boasting over 2.3 million square feet of built-up area, spanning across 8 floors and 383 strata units. The 
spacious level 7 of Carros Centre has been grabbing headlines as a visually arresting space for automotive 
and lifestyle events of various scales. 

It was on the top level which saw the EMMA In-car Entertainment Competition Heat 2 as well as the 
EMMA Style Show 2 held, with a huge line up of different makes and models on display to compete for the 
best audio, or beautified with wraps, unique paint jobs and and auto styling additions. There were various 
booths as well featuring the latest automotive accessories such as wheels to custom paint packages. 

There was a large one-make gathering for Honda Civics as well, held on the adjacent side of the building. 
There were many generations of Civics, spanning to cover almost 30 years of the Civic’s history. 

While the activities on the top floor heated up the day, potential vehicles buyers could browse through 
more than 500 new and pre-owned cars for sale on the level below. The range on offer ranged from 

commercial vehicles to the latest passenger cars. Prospective car buyers were not only spoilt for choice, 
they were treated to expansive space that made displaying cars easy, freedom of movement and 

a hassle-free shopping experience.

With the free admission and parking drawing people from all over Singapore, there 
were lucky draws, photo contests with cash prizes, food trucks, race queens, and kids 

were catered for as well with a bouncy castle to keep them occupied while their 
parents checked out the cars. Ease of transport was ensured with a free shuttle 

bus service running from Kranji MRT throughout the day.

With the resounding success of the inaugural Sunday Carmart @ Carros, 
the organizers are already planning the next event to be bigger with 

more attractive promotions. TE
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TEXT KRADO LOW  PHOTOS PETER LEE

COVER CAR
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HEAVY METAL DRIFTING

If you were at the Racing Hearts charity drive event held on 14 August, you 
would have seen this amazing car in the drift demonstrations by Formula Drift, 
alongside the Toyota Chaser and Nissan Silvias. Along the US-based professional 
drifter, Kenshiro Gushi, Malaysian Formula Drift Asia veterans Ivan Lau and Ee 

Yoong Cherng, Singapore’s very own Formula Drift Japan drifter, Ng Sheng Nian, 
was piloting this beast!

Being around a few Lexus SCs… I mean Toyota Soarers, these cars were never meant 
to be a lightweight racing machine, at about 1.5 tons. Toyota meant the Soarer to 
be a luxurious and comfortable cruiser. That however, has never stopped anyone 
from tearing the guts out of a Soarer and drifting it at competitions (we’re thinking 
about you, Ueno). 

While it may look like a regular metal Soarer, almost every exterior panel on this 
Soarer is fiberglass. It is technically a “shorter” car, since all the metal work beyond 
the wheel arches were cut off and replaced with a skinny space frame to support the 
panels from the passenger cell, which is where the original metalwork is still found. 

Being braced with a full racing roll cage befitting a proper race car, the quest for 
weight savings goes beyond the sheetwork. Parts of the door, rear quarter windows 
and rear windscreen are made from polycarbonate, which helps in lowering the 

centre of gravity. The custom fuel delivery system was also designed with drifting 
- a tiny 30 litre tank means a couple of runs before having to bring the Soarer in 
for a refuel.

What is too much power? Formula Drift cars don’t have power limits imposed on 
them, which is a good thing as drivers can easily overcome the grip by flat-out pow-
er alone. With such a high-power car, the throttle is really a balancing act along with 
the steering inputs. They go hand in hand and only the best can tame this beast..

Remember the drift-spec Silvia that graced our magazine’s cover a while back? Yup, 
there is definitely an engine swap here with a 2JZ taking over the 1JZ. Consider-
ing the 2JZ has an extra .5 litres of displacement, it is known for rapid horsepower/
torque climb before it hits the plateau at the mid-RPM range, that is at stock.

The 3.0 litre engine was further boosted with the addition of a Brian Crower stroker 
kit. With an increase to a 94mm stroke (as opposed to a 86mm stroke), the engine 
displacement was further increased without enlarging the pistons. A reinforced 
steel billet crank, connecting rods rated for over 1200 horsepower, and of course, a 
gentle reboring of the stock block for a slightly bigger piston of 87mm for a grand 
total of 3.4 litres of rage. custom CP aluminum forged pistons as well as the neces-
sary support hardware were added to complete the heart enlargement operation.
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Toyota Soarer

ENGINE
BC 3.4 2JZ engine build
BC 4340 billet steel crankshaft
BC 4340 Pro Series steel billet connecting rods
CP aluminum forged pistons
Iron plasma top rings, 
tapered second ring, 
low tension oil rings.
Tonnka intake manifold 
Tonnka exhaust manifold 
Tial 60mm wastegate 
DW 1200cc injectors 
Denso spark plugs
Garrett GTX42

HandlingEngine Aerodynamics Cockpit 
Dressup

Uniqueness

9 7 9 9 9

UNDERCARRIAGE
RSR suspension 
Heyman front extended lower arm
Heyman knuckle 
SSR GTX02 wheels
Dunlop Direzza ZII Star - 265/35R18

INTERIOR
Zero creature comforts
Sparco Pedals
Morosso Motorsport switches
Custom dashmount
AIM digital dash
Tonnka brake lever
Adjustable Recaro bucket seat (driver)
Fixed Recaro bucket seat (passenger)

EXTERIOR
Ricardo, Binter and Dunlop tyres sponsorship livery

NOS kit 
Custom intake titanium pipings 
Custom titanium straight flow 
exhaust.
Tonnka surge tank 
Atl 30liter fuel tank 
Bosch 044 Fuel pump x 3
Haltech platinum 2000 tuned 
by Oupp Thailand
Toyota 154R 5speed box
ATS triple carbon clutch 
ATS Carbon 2 way lsd

Going insanely big Garrett GTX42 turbo rated for up to 950 horsepower. It is time 
to pay respect to a turbo that looks just as big as the engine it’s bolted on. During 
the build, the decision to custom-weld bends in the titanium pipes was certainly 
a sound one, as it reduced the chances of the giant turbo blowing out the weaker, 
but more common silicone connectors. Pressure is kept in check with a big 60mm 
wastegate. The giant is fed to a Tonnka intake manifold which is built insanely 
thick to withstand crazy high pressures, while the blower is fed by another custom 
Tonnka exhaust manifold. 

Without no known dyno figures, our guesstimate is anywhere between 900 to 1000 
peak horsepower, with DW 1200cc injectors and a NOS kit. Good thing this beast has 
a good suspension setup on RSRs and extra steering angle built into the Heyman 
front extended lower arm and knuckles. SSR GTX02 wheels embrace the brake system 
as well as super sticky Dunlop Direzza ZII Star tyres keep the car planted at all times, 
even when the rear end is breaking loose. 

The Soarer is an odd choice when it comes to motorsports, but this is proof that brave 
choices can become the right choice. We can’t wait to see this beast in action again!

....WHAT IS
TOO MUCH
POWER?.....
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MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!14

MST Air
Intake7. 8.Cobb

Accessport
The Accessport V3 is a flexible ECU upgrade 
solution for Porsches. Unlock power hidden 
within the vehicle by replacing factory settings 
with more aggressive calibrations. This 
increases the Minimum Shift Points - the lowest 
RPM at which the PDK will shift to the next gear 
in Normal and Sport drive modes. Available for 
most Porsche 991 and 981 models.

1.
An Enkei Racing legend has received an RR 
makeover with Enkei’s latest M.A.T Dura II 
flow forming technology which improves 
rim rigidity over the original NT03+M.  
The wheel’s brace ring evenly distributes 
stresses on spokes to help rim rigidity even 
further, giving NT03RR superb cornering 
and steering response capabilities. Available 
in three finishes, 17 and 18-inch sizes, a 
variety of bolt patterns and concave profiles.

Enkei
NT03RR

Reduce the body roll and fine-tune the handling. 
Hardrace sway bars are made with high-quality 
chromoly seamless steel alloy, tempered and 
shot-peened to enhance their durability. They are 
designed to be direct bolt-on replacement with 
OEM mountings for easy installation. A variety of 
bars, braces and arms are now available for the 
Toyota C-HR.

3.Hardrace Sway 
Braces & Bars Being able to bring one’s vehicle to a stop in 

time before a traffic collision makes all the 
difference between life and death. Nashin Brake 
System offers varying types of brakes coming in 
various piston and rotor sizes, suitable for every 
and any vehicle type and make alike.

4.Nashin Brake 
System

Gram Lights 
Azure 57ANA

The design concept is to express next generation 
three dimensionality, even in narrow sizes.
The fusion of machining and diamond cutting 
methods give rise to a unique appearance which 
changes with the viewing angle. The vertical 
section of the spokes are limited in concaveness, 
increasing the visual depth. Available from 17 - 
20 inch sizes.

Cold air intakes are popular among car 
enthusiasts. This relatively small car part gives big 
returns in the form of more horsepower. It does 
this by moving the engine’s air filter further away 
from the engine, so that the air being sucked in is 
cooler. Now available for 2012+ BMW F30-320i + 
328i, F32-428i and F22-228i models.

100% synthetic engine oil for use in passenger 
cars and commercial vehicles, operating 
in severe conditions with heavy loads. It is 
manufactured with multi viscosity Group IV 
base stocks (PAO) and unique anti friction ZFM 
Technology. It promises maximum protection 
of engine in extreme operating conditions and 
minimized oil burn-out.

5.
6. Totachi Grand 

Racing 5W-50

VP’s cetane concentrate delivers more power by 
increasing cetane levels by up to 10 numbers for 
diesel applications. Cetanium cleans injectors and 
pumps and increases the fuel mileage while it replaces 
lost lubrication. Moreover, it reduces smoky diesels, 
prevents sludge and deposits in the fuel system, while 
providing protection for Biodiesel applications.
A bottle treats up to 38 litres.

VP Madditive 
Cetanium2.

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

Hardrace Singapore - 9734 8015

Stamford Tyres - 6262 3355

Monster Tune – 8333 1487

Totachi - www.totachi.com

Maximus Racing Pte Ltd - 9797 3113

CLH Tyres Trading - 6862 6818

Best Chemical Co Singapore - 
www.best-chemical.com



Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market
GIZMOS&GADGETS

Enjoy BlackVue’s parking mode with a peace of 
mind using the latest Cellink B battery which comes 
in two models, B3 and B6. The Cellink B is built with 
the safest battery technology using LiFePO4 which 
will keep your BlackVue dashcam running up to 
34 hours in parking mode with just 45 minutes of 
charging. Protects new car warranty and has a long 
lifecycle, car agents in Singapore use this as well!

Designed exclusively for Premium MPV/SUV 
vehicles, these tyres provide optimum safety 
and comfort as well as enhanced fuel efficiency. 
With a profile adopted from the ADVAN Sport 
V105, this tyre improves stability with reduced 
wobble, and built to resist uneven tread wear. 
The tread design boasts superior quietness and 
handling qualities while ensuring solid braking 
performance in all weather conditions.

The dual clutch transmission gearbox is 
a highly developed, complex high-tech 
component, which creates extremely 
demanding requirements for the transmission 
fluid. This is a specially formulated fully 
synthetic transmission fluid. It has been 
exclusively developed for high performance 
applications in new Audi, Volkswagen group 
dual clutch transmissions.

Supporting Breast Cancer Foundation’s various 
outreach and support programmes and 
services, and strengthen awareness among the 
community, all proceeds will be donated to 
the BCF. Available at participating Bridgestone 
dealers, the pink valve caps will help to drive 
awareness of breast cancer in Singapore

Lubricate and provide superior long-lasting 
corrosion protection with no oily residue with just 
a spray. It dries quickly and resists dirt, dust and oil. 
It can reduce friction and wear on blades and bits, 
door and window tracks, slides, conveyor belts, 
rollers, hinges, power tools and equipment. It is also 
ideal for releasing molded parts.

The Automobile Association of Singapore Total 
Protection Package achieves high levels of gloss, 
durability, scratch and chemical resistance. Apart 
from premium paint protection possibilities, the 
AA-GTechniq detailing package also eliminates 
the hassle of constant polishing. Packages are 
eligible for up to seven years warranty.

Cellink B
battery

OWS
DSG II

Yokohama
BluEarth RV-02 2.

Bridgestone
Pink Valve Cap

1.

3. AA-Gtechniq
Car Detailing4.

8.7.

WD-40 Specialist
Dry Lube PTFE6.5.

Trackimo
GPS and cellular geolocation technology sends 
location information to Trackimo’s servers where 
it can be access from anywhere, including apps 
for iOS or Android. It is accurate to 5 metres and 
can run on battery power for up to 72 hours. 
Bundled with an international SIM card, there 
are no roaming fees to worry about.

Made in USA from the best ingredients, Little Trees 
air fresheners are renown for the fresh, long-lasting 
fragrance experience. The wide range of scents are 
now available in a spray bottle for convenient use. It 
instantly gets your car, home or office smelling better.

Little Trees 
Pump
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YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

OWS Germany - www.ows-germany.com

Bridgestone Tyre Singapore– www.bridgestone.com.sg

Concorde Auto Accessories - 6292 0087 

PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6233

Stamford Tyres - 6262 3355

AA Singapore - 6389 4243

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691
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OF SINGAPORE AT
CARS@EXPO

S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E
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From an efficient rescue app like ‘AA Roadside Assistance’ when you’re 
left stranded in the middle of nowhere, to being protected by a wide 
array of quality insurance coverage plans, the Automobile Association of 

Singapore (AA Singapore) attends to your motoring needs in premium comfort.
 
Apart from these enhanced privileges, AA Members also enjoy perks such as 
road trip holidays, discounts at AA Approved Workshops and fantastic deals 
with local and overseas AA privilege partners. The list goes on!
 
With so much to offer, why wait? Visit AA Singapore at booth F03 at the 
Singapore Expo Hall 5 during Cars@Expo (28th to 29th October 2017, 10am to 
8pm). New sign-ups will receive $110 worth of AA gift vouchers and a limited 
edition Tile Slim Tracker. If you are among the 1st 100 sign-ups, you will also 
receive a free goodie bag worth $303!

www.aas.com.sg





Bang Bang (My Baby Shot Me Down) by Cher 
was released 1966, however, it was Nancy 
Sinatra’s cover which saw a resurgence in 
popularity when it was used in the opening 

credits in Kill Bill Volume 1. 

Like the many other artists who had covers of the 
song, the mention “roadster” and a Mazda MX-5 will 
pop up in any petrol head’s mind. It’s not the original 
roadster, but the relatively affordably 1.6 litre topless 
two-seater won much praise. The NC, however, had 
grown larger and more powerful with the times, and 
there have been whispers among the MX-5 crowd that 
the car is not what it used to be.

With over one million MX-5s made to date, where does 
the NC stand? It is arguably the most performance-
focused generation of the family, with larger engines 
and more pliant suspension. It’s also a great cruiser for 
those who want to road trip and yet want to have fun 
on the mountain passes.

In Singapore, there is a whole load of automatic NCs, 
but our obsession with rare versions has netted this 
RS model, with Retractable Hard Top (RHT), six-speed 
manual. Truly a rare model meant for the Japanese 
Domestic Market. P.S: The other one we know is yellow.  

The fat MX-5’s rolly-polly behaviour was easily solved 
with front and rear anti-roll bar upgrades. In this case, 
the bars were lifted from a RX8 donor car. The RX8 also 
donated the brakes calipers - with the addition of Dixel 
FS rotors. The performance was certainly much better, 
as we could see this car dive much later into corners 
than the stock brake setup we saw in 2015.
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Mazda MX-5

ENGINE

UNDERCARRIAGE

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Tomei cam 
Supertec valve spring
 Hks air intake 
Tomei exprem head mid pipe 
Exhaust roadster sport 
Quaife 1.5 way 
4.4 final drive
carbon clutch from competition clutches.
clutch n flywheel set

Advan rim rpf1 re71
Rx8 s brakes front rear 
Auto x 2pc front rotors dixel rotor 
Rcs coilovers
beartush brace
Centre dogbone 
Rx8 sway bars f/r 
Carbing strut front rear

Zd advance
Pioneer head unit

Bumper - facelifted
Carbon Miata lip bootlid spoiler
Odula cf bonnet 
Cobalt air scoop

HandlingEngine Aerodynamics Cockpit 
Dressup

Uniqueness

8 7 8 8 8

TOPLESS HAPPINESST h e  N . C  S i n a t r a The handling may be the NC MX-5’s achilles foot, but 
there is nothing that aftermarket can’t improve on. 
RCS coilovers, plus a thorough chassis tightening up 
with Beartush braces and centre dogbone. Finally, the 
Carbing front and rear strut tower braces were added 
as the final touch.

A quiet and refined MX-5 is fine for many, but not to 
some. To solve this, an aftermarket exhaust was added 
for a bassier note. Power, wasn’t a problem with the 
2.0 litre plant, but the delivery was less than desired. 
Therefore, a more aggressive cam profile was fitted, 
with stronger valve springs as well. A more growly 
engine was had with a HKS air intake upgrade which 
allowed the engine to sing freely. 

To customize his drive, the LSD was upgraded with a 
Quaife 1.5 way unit with 4.4 final drive. The new final 
drive ratio was a nicer match to the 6 speed box than 
the stock for a little more pep from standing starts. The 
stock clutch soon gave way after his various entries 
into local motorsports events such as Gymkhana, 
Autotest and Tarmac Rally-X, so… the excuse for the 
carbon clutch and flywheel set was had!

The interior has survived the modification process, 
but barely. To keep the interior clutter-free, the Defi 
ZD advance unit was chosen to replace the “array 
of gauges”, while the open road enjoyment can be 
enjoyed with personal music choices on the Pioneer 
head unit.

What a good two years of knowing this car and the 
owner. We’ll hope that we can cross paths once again!

F E A T U R E  C A R
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...there is nothing 
hat aftermarket
can’t improve on…
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Blue Sky is a diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), which 
is also commonly known as AdBlue. It is 
sprayed into the exhaust of diesel vehicles to 
break down dangerous NOx emissions into 

harmless nitrogen and water. This system is called 
selective catalytic reduction and is more commonly 
found on newer vehicles. It is stored in a separate 
tank, typically with a blue filler cap. With the new 
vehicles enroute to Singapore, equipped with the 
new diesel tech, we sit down with Stig Uhlen of 
Prime Blue International and talk about the new 
diesel tech and how it saves mother earth!

How was Blue Sky DEF developed?
Government legislations first started with power 
stations, and they had to make it fit into a vehicle. 
We react to engine manufacturers needs, rather 
than drive the R&D in the first place. Our R&D is 
more focused on the handling of the product, and 
maintaining the standard of the product from the 
factory to the consumer.

So, it’s all about the EURO Standard. Any Challenges 
in meeting those?
The Euro6 standard is the same as the standard we 
already comply with in the USA. The EPA rule is a very 
strict regulation, it hard to reduce the gases further 
without significant cost. So, governments are focusing 
on other emissions to reduce, so the next levels won’t 
focus on the two gases NOx or particulate matter, 
it will be more about the CO2 emissions. Vehicle 
will look different with more emphasis on reducing 

fuel consumption, and that’s the way to reduce CO2 
emissions. And then you see, Tesla and Japanese and 
European cars looking at electric, or hybrid cars.

Since all DEFs are the same, how do you keep 
competitive?
It comes down to service to the customer, and in some 
cases, service and range of products. An advantage 
a dealer might have is round-the-clock sales outlets. 
An example of one of our outlets in California, I have a 
24/7 loadout. It’s not just a simple matter of having an 
outlet, but also the support such as delivery vehicles, 
tanker trucks, tanks and pumps. Together with Best 
Chemical Co, we are offering a 24 hour, walk-in DEF 
sales point in Singapore, plus an online shop. Autobacs 
will be offering Blue Sky DEF to end users as well.

Which would be the biggest market for Diesels 
today?
Certain countries in Europe see up to 60% of the car 
population powered by diesel. In the US, it’s lower but 
growing. On the commercial side, locomotives have 
been going the diesel hybrid electric route now, that is 
a technology which you might see in a car soon.

We might see the same trend in Singapore. With two 
distinct markets, the petrol hybrids and the diesels 
taxis and other commercial vehicles. And with the 2018 
Euro6 standards limits approaching, it would be tough 
for existing vehicles to meet the new limits, and thus 
we might see an increase in diesels.

With an average temperature of 27 degrees in the 
tropics, will there be a special type of Blue Sky DEF 
made to deal with the heat?
The ISO standard was made in the early 2000’s and we 
have learnt more about the product through testing, 
the product can actually withstand much more heat 
than the standard says. The heat is only relevant to 
the standard, but not relevant in practice. The focus 
is more on proper housekeeping and ensuring that 
the DEF is not contaminated from the source to the 
customer’s vehicles.

If you run out of DEF, can you pee into the container 
as a temporary replacement?
No! Please don’t do that.

Will it be possible to retrofit an old vehicle to run 
with DEF?
Hmm, technically possible in a commercial vehicle, but 
payoff is lower. Most governments will give incentives 
to change to cleaner vehicles instead, like a hybrid or 
electric.

So, what do you think about zero-emission 
electric cars?
With limited range, these cars are great for smaller 
countries and that’s why we won’t see an end to diesel-
powered vehicles any time soon. Diesels are still the 
king for long distance road journeys and with cleaner 
diesels on the way, it will continue to be one of the 
backbones of land transport.

BLUE SKIES AHEAD
Stig Uhlen on enviro-friendliness
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Super

Styling 

When we featured our first Vezel, it was funny how it seemed like 
the “Singaporean’s choice”, judging by the hordes of HRV/Vezels 
already plying our streets just a year ago. Things didn’t get rosier 

since private-hire cars started hitting our streets.

But of course, we persevered, knowing that there is another Vezel out there 
that stands out from the rest. This however, seemed to fly under our radar for 
the longest time... seeing how low it has been made.

The lowered looks are complimentary of the KSport coilovers. Not just keen 
on having a lowered car, big wheels were added to buff up the image of this 
crossover. Although the ride quality of the Vezel is on the taut side of things, 
going for a plus two was further accentuated by the addition of spacers to 
push those wheels to the flushing point.

And that, is when we started to notice that this Vezel was much wider than 
the many that ply the roads today. The original wheel arch fenders were 
pulled off, replaced with moderately wider ones that covered the wheels 
perfectly. Of course, we were curious to know what spurred the owner to 
embark on this course. “The two month transformation was sparked off by 
only one thing: Some people mistook me for an Uber driver,” he said..

Not keen on just stopping at a wide body look, the defacto modification 
for changing the vehicle’s look is by adding body kits. In this case, the Vezel 
receives a healthy load of Balsarini parts, such as the front bumper as well 
as the rear under spoiler. The side skirts however, were modified versions of 
the Mugen Side Spoiler to sit flush with the extended fenders. The overall 
looks were finished off with a neat looking M’z Speed Rear Spoiler, painted 
in black to match the roof.

Speaking of the paint. At first glance, it may seem white, but it’s a white 
base with 20% Pearlescent pink - it becomes more apparent under sunlight, 
where the colour will shift to pinkish white on various surfaces as one moves 
around the car. It’s not very apparent, but it’s really special. 

Being a daily family hauler, performance upgrades was completely off-limits. 
The stock muffler with a turndown tip receives a shiny Honda Modulo tip 
to make it look more appealing against the sport body kit. Inside however, 
receives several nice touches to make stepping in a welcoming affair, such 
as the custom door scuff plates that colour cycle every 5 seconds and rubber 
mats custom fit to every holder in the car to prevent things from rattling 
about. There is some sound proofing done, in order to maximize the Focal 
speakers and DLS sub performance

For small crossovers, with the new Toyota CH-R already making the market 
more hotly contested (plus, the Koreans have announced their competing 
models), the Vezel is still holding out admirably, drawing much praise from a 
Honda heritage and readily available parts for modifications.

It is unlikely that this Vezel reach the levels of his previous ride, a fully VIP-ed 
bB/Materia…but he is definitely not closed to the idea. It might just happen! 
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Honda Vezel 1.5 X

ENGINE

UNDERCARRIAGE

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Oil catch tank

KSport coilovers
Ksport mini8 front brakes with 330mm 
rotors
18” wheels
15 F 20 R mm spacer

IRoad v9 camera,
Pioneer 2-din multimedia receiver
Focal Speakers
DLS Subwoofer
Magnetic sun shade

Custom kit wide body fender 
Balsarini front bumper
Balsarini rear diffuser
Mugen Side Spoiler
Modulo Exhaust Finisher
Custom 20% Pearlescent pink white base paint
M’z Speed Rear Spoiler 
Red Honda Emblem

HandlingEngine Aerodynamics Cockpit 
Dressup

Uniqueness

4 5 6 9 6

...Some people 
mistook me for 
an Uber driver....

F E A T U R E  C A R
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Super

Styling 

Definitely Not-For-Hire
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Not to be overshadowed in the connected car market by other tech 
giants, Samsung announced two major pieces of news to take its 
automotive strategy up a gear. It launched the Samsung Automotive 
Innovation Fund, a USD$300 million fund to back startups and other 
interesting bets in the automotive market. And as a first investment 
out of that fund, Samsung has invested 75 million Euros into TTTech, 
an Austria-based developer of platforms and safety software for 
connected cars, alongside a corresponding investment from Audi. 
In addition to this, Samsung also announced a strategic initiative to 
develop connected-car technology with Harman, the auto and audio 
product maker that it acquired last November for USD$8 billion. It 
might not take long to experience top-notch audio wedged within 
the Samsung ecosystem!

DSP Concepts Inc., a developer of embedded digital signal 
processing audio solutions and specialist in voice UI technologies, 
has raised USD$10M in Series A funding, led by BMW i Ventures, 
with participation from Walden International Ventures and a 
prominent angel investor. With smartphones reaching the top of 
their product life cycle and intelligent assistants like Amazon Alexa 
and Apple Siri becoming increasingly popular, voice UI is poised to 
become the next dominant user interface across all industries, from 
car infotainment systems and consumer electronics, to IoT products 
and home automation. Realising the need for faster development 
and more reliable voice recognition performance, DSP Concepts 
has developed a series of product offerings powered by its Audio 
Weaver™ audio processing software.

Adobe deals with far more than photoshop softwares. The tech giant 
confirmed that it is working with the auto industry to develop new 
analytics, content delivery and advertising capabilities designed to 
help advance connected cars from “voice to driverless and beyond”. 
The company announced new automotive-focused analytics, 
personalisation and advertising capabilities in “Adobe Experience 
Cloud” that it claims give brands the ability to deliver unique consumer 
experiences. According to Adobe, for auto makers and in-car app 
developers, customer data across various touch points can now be 
leveraged to inform different types of content including personalised 
playlists, on-route recommendations and audio ads. We reckon this 
could be a double-edged sword!

www.itwire.com

www.techcrunch.com

SUPER
SAMSUNG

SMART 
ASSISTANT

ADOBE ACE



Casting the net wide on local roads will reveal 
an abundance of SUVs, which comes as no 
surprise given its utilitarian appeal. Its high 
riding stature helps in road visibility, and 

more-than-sufficient cabin space can very well swallow 
the demands of weekend grocery runs. Moreover, the 
rugged nature of SUVs could help families embark on 
more adventurous outings - an attribute that some 
owners value to match their lifestyle needs.

However, the versatility of a SUV can also satiate the 
needs of niche hobbyists. This example shows us why 
it is crucial to have the fundamentals spot on before 
commencing on a project car. The Toyota Harrier makes 
plenty of sense when it comes to in-car entertainment 
(ICE) modifications - chunky A pillars serve as a good 
platform for quality speaker fitment, and the doors are 
designed in a way that supplies a wide, less intrusive 
method of modification. The generous headroom and 
width helps in terms of soundscape too, allowing the 

installer to tune the audio system with more ease. Not 
forgetting the rear third that literally swallows any 
product - perfect for projects that require extensive 
customisation.

This Toyota Harrier is certainly one of the stars within 
the EMMA competition scene in Singapore, primarily 
due to its perfect construction of the interior, 
endowing it with a striking advantage to have all 
speakers within the OEM location. In other words, all 
speaker upgrades are hidden within original speaker 
positions.

Alan Ng, the owner of this ride, gave the 
responsibility to his installer, Audio Solution, to craft 
a bespoke project - and the result was nothing short 
of immaculate!

Starting off with the headunit, an Alpine X009 that 
is a perfect fit for the Harrier. It is connected to the 

Helix DSP, which provides the tuning functions of 
crossovers, time alignment and equalizer. 

A full Ground Zero Reference system was configured 
in this ride, providing the backbone for exemplary 
sound quality. Three Ground Zero Reference amplifiers 
installed in the trunk powers the whole system. And it 
comes as no surprise that each is tasked with specific 
duties - the 4XS powers the tweeter & midrange, while 
two units of 2XS powers the midbass and sub-woofer 
respectively.

Unrivalled tonal accuracy
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Seated in the original dashboard position are the 
Ground Zero Reference 28 tweeter & 80 midrange. The 
grilles were customised to supply better dispersion of 
sound, but this overall installation is still considered as 
OEM, which makes it all the more special. The original 
door panel position reveals the Ground Zero Reference 
180 Midbass, and the 250 powers the sub-woofer. The 
entire car’s cable is run by Tchernov, supplying it with 
clean, non-intrusive aesthetics.

This Toyota Harrier has trophies to back up its well 
sorted project. It was victorious in last year’s CFC 
competition in OEM, which involves China, Taiwan, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and The Philippines. 
It also claimed a top award in the EMMA Singapore 
National Finals.

It’s a surreal experience stepping into the driver’s seat 
to experience what this setup can offer. Tonal accuracy 
is spot on, with the hi and mid tuned perfectly. And 
when the time comes for more punchy beats, the bass 
takes over and transforms the mood from a steady, 

when the time comes for 
more punchy beats, the bass 
takes over and transforms 
the mood from a steady, calm 
hauler to an energetic mobile 
media machine - the type of 
versatility needed to match 
varying lifestyle needs.

Flushed out!

Well sorted solution!
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calm hauler to an energetic mobile media machine - the 
type of versatility needed to match varying lifestyle needs.

We often come across projects that might look appealing 
at first glance, but this example manages to stand out from 
the rest with a neat balance of style and substance. The 
clean lines from Audio Solution’s experts paves the way for 
uninterrupted, immaculate aesthetics - ingredients that 
contribute to a perfect mobile media recipe.

Sophisticated charm

Devil is in the details...

I C E  C A R30

GZPW Reference 250GZPK Reference 180

GZPA Reference 4XS

RCA Cable

RCA Cable

GZPA Reference 2XS GZPA Reference 2XS

GZPT Reference 28

GZPM Reference 80

HI
MID

LOW SUB

Helix DSP PRO

Alpine X009E

Scan here for more 

Mavis content!
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Samsung Electronics will produce eUFS memory for cars. The memory 
was designed for applications for advanced driver assistance systems 
(ADAS), dashboard systems, and infotainment usage. It has a read 
speed of up to 850 megabytes (MB) per second, and a random read-
ing speed of 45,000 input/output operations per second. Samsung 
added that temperature notification works via a controller from 
crossing temperature boundaries, which is important for a touch car 
environment. It will come in 128GB and 64GB models. While these 
information might still sound raw in this era of lightning-speed con-
nectivity, this could mean that advanced driver assistance systems, 
infotainment, and dashboard systems in cars could elevate our in-car 
experience not before long!

This year’s headline for CarMediaWorld at IAA Frankfurt 2017 was 
“The IAA showed the entire range of innovations for mobility”. 
Around 1,000 exhibitors from 39 countries, 228 new car models, 
more than 150 EVs, 45 million social media contacts worldwide, 
and more than 11,400 journalists from 96 countries could not take 
away from the fact that with 810,000 visitors this year, this event 
experienced a dipped of approximately 10 per cent compared to 
the previous year. According to a spokesperson, IAA took place in 
a particularly difficult environment. For months, a public debate 
about diesel engines and possible driving bans has been going on, 
which made drivers and customers increasingly insecure.

Irrespective of these controversies, the exhibitors at CarMediaWorld 
looked back at a very successful trade show. The six representatives 
of the mobile infotainment industry – ACV, Audio Design/ESX, AX-
ION, JVC Kenwood, Pioneer and Premium Sound Solutions were able 
to welcome a lot of visitors at their joint exhibition area in Hall 4.0. 
Countless visitors streamed in, as well as an extensive number of 
OEM partners, retailers and media populated their booths frequent-
ly to experience latest technologies for mobile infotainment and 
connectivity. The first trade show weekend bestowed the exhibiting 
companies with crowded stands and a highly-interested audience - 
a promising sign even in this challenging climate!

This comes as no surprise, given that CarMediaWorld is a topic that 
proves much more realistic to the automotive consumer than futur-
istic cars and electric vehicles that are yet to benefit from economies 
of scale.. At CarMediaWorld, consumers could experience how they 
can upgrade their personal cars at manageable costs with the latest 
digital convenience, such as smartphone connectivity, navigation, 
entertainment, telematics.

www.zdnet.com

www.carmediaworld.com

Memory Magic

CarMediaWorld at IAA 
Frankfurt 2017
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EMMA SINGAPORE HEAT 2TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTO EMMA SINGAPORE

The idea of mobile media can be 
considered a rather niche affair, but 
we’ve come to understand that this 
hobby draws parallels to only the 

most immersive kind of passion - it involves an 
extremely deep understanding of the craft, along 
with undying passion within the fraternity to spur 
and motivate each other. The evolution of EMMA 
Singapore year-on-year has been nothing short 
of outstanding - its ability to attract audiophiles in 
Singapore and neighbouring countries is impressive, 
and their creativity in terms of mobile media projects 
are limited only by their wildest imagination.

The 24th of September might sound like another 
regular Sunday to rest and relax - not so for more 
than 120 participants who gathered with their 
mobile projects at Carros Centre, located at 60 
Jalan Lam Huat. EMMA Singapore participants 
proudly occupied the top floor of the building, 

in an event that encourages audiophiles from 
all walks of life to attend. To make this event 
more inclusive and accessible, fans were given 
directions from Kranji MRT, where a free shuttle 
bus was made available from 9am to 630pm - the 
kind of support needed to keep these events 
buzzing with energy!

The lively ambience was helped on by a couple 
of concurrent events that showcased plenty of 
modified vehicles, cars for sale as well as car club 
gatherings including countless generations of 
Honda Civics (Civic Fest).

The massive floor space on Carros Centre’s 
rooftop meant that vehicles could amplify their 
prized possessions to good effect. Cars were seen 
blasting high quality music under the sweltering 
heat, and audiophiles had the opportunity to 
approach owners of their favoured project for tips 

and tricks when it comes to in-car entertainment 
modifications. As the day progressed, we could 
slowly identify vehicles that also placed emphasis 
on visuals, over and above pinpoint audio 
accuracy. Post-sunset gave them a chance to 
flaunt their rides, decked out with LED strips lining 
the boot, subwoofers and even the roof lining 
for some! It’s an experience that can rarely be 
replicated anywhere else in Singapore.

Watch this space as we bring you highlights from 
the grand finale, the EMMA Singapore Finals, 
which takes place later this year. For all you know, 
you could very well be tempted to take part in an 
EMMA Singapore category, or even sign up as a 
certified EMMA judge!

www.emmasingapore.com

Splash of funky goodness!

Vantastic!

Plenty of visual flair too!
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R E S U L T S
KING OF SOUND

1.
2.
3.

Goh Kian Hock Great Sound Audio
New Generation
Xtremez Audio

New Generation
Mr Ong

ENTRY 3000

1.
2.
3.

Derrick Audio Solution
Darren Auto
Great Sound

Tan Kim Soon
Ong Boon Foo

MASTER OEM

1.
2.
3.

Tan Zhong Ning Xtremez
Darren Auto
Voz Audio

Tan Kim Soon
Voz Audio

BUDGET 1500

1.
2.
3.

Yip Kang Wei GT Auto
ACE1
Big Boyz Garage

Wendy
Brian

ESQL

1.
2.
3.

Poh Chong Hwee Elegant
Perfect Sound
Xiang Audio

William Tee
Siang

MASTER 5000

1.
2.
3.

Alan Cheong Darren Auto
Xtremez
Action Auto

Zhenxian
Action Auto

BEST OF SOUND

1.
2.
3.

Mr Ong Xtremez
ST Audio
Xtremez

Stacy Wong
Charles Lau

PARTY VAN

1.
2.
3.

Edwin Teo King Kong
King Kong
King Kong

Abdul Razak
Hariya

BUDGET 8000

1.
2.
3.

Action Auto Action Auto
Auto Solution
Foon Audio

Auto Solution
Foon

E UNLIMITED (ASIA)

1.
2.
3.

Tony Tan Xtremez
Action Auto
Foon Audio

Lewerene Kam
LB Tan

SUV CHALLENGE

1.
2.
3.

Tan Kim Soon Darren Auto
Audio Solution
Xtremez

Wong
Zhenxian

CIVIC CHALLENGE

1.
2.
3.

Petric Chia Audiophile Ent
N/A
N/A

Ray Ng
Low Weng Leong

“The evolution of EMMA 
Singapore year-on-
year has been nothing 
short of outstanding 
- its ability to attract 
audiophiles in Singapore 
and neighbouring 
countries is impressive, 
and their creativity in 
terms of mobile media 
projects are limited 
only by their wildest 
imagination.”

Well-deserved winners!

Red hot rear!
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YOKOHAMA 
BLUEARTH ES32

There are many ways to be more fuel efficient. You could buy a hybrid, 
or if you’ve the space a plug-in hybrid, or even an electric vehicle 
and use hardly any fuel at all. Generally, add-ons or devices like fuel 
‘chargers’ with outlandish claims won’t really help your car when it 

comes to saving fuel. If we’re talking about a vehicle you already own, your 
money is best spent on maintenance - or tyres. 

Eco-tyres, or green tyres, help a car go further on less fuel because they’re 
designed with lower rolling resistance. Yokohama’s BluEarth range of tyres 
is a prime example, and we had the chance to put the latest model, the 
BluEarth ES32, to the test on Singapore’s roads. 

The ES32 is a mainstream eco tyre aimed at anything from small hatchbacks 
to large family cars. It uses the brand’s ‘nano blend technology’, which simply 
means that it’s able to incorporate materials or substances at a very small 
level so they work together on an even better level. 

In this case, Yokohama’s ‘Blend Polymer’ is one key ingredient. Blend Polymer 
adds fuel efficiency, while silica and orange oil are also in the tyre compound, 
which, Yokohama says, helps achieve better wet/dry drip plus longevity 
at the same time. An added bonus for eco-minded consumers is that the 
orange oil used it extracted from orange peels, so it helps minimise waste 
and is environmentally-friendly too. 

So after all that science-ing, do the tyres really work? Our initial impressions 
say yes. We had the tyres installed on our test mule, a 2014 Volkswagen 

Golf 1.4 TSI. While the Golf is one of the more frugal hatchbacks around, its 
Michelin Energy XM2 stock rubber was getting old after three years, albeit 
just with 30,000km mileage, and they never exhibited generous grip to 
begin with. 

The first impression from the ES32’s was a much more direct feeling of 
contact with the road and a little more stiffness as well, which translated to 
slightly harsher feeling over small bumps. That sounds like a negative, but 
it’s actually part and parcel of a fresh set of tyres: Age and wear makes tyre 
sidewalls more pliable over time, so new tyres always feel springier. 

The VW Golf 1.4 is already a very frugal hatch - the ES32 tyres just make it 
even easier to get scores like this. As for efficiency, the ES32’s are already 
contributing to getting the Golf back near its original efficiency figures. 
Before changing tyres, we were averaging around 5.0 to 5.5L/100km on 
longer highway routes, and 6.5 to 7.0L/100km in slower urban traffic. The 
ES32’s have made it consistently easy to score less than 5.0L/100km on the 
highway and towards the lower 6.0L/100km figures in town. 

Obviously these are not super-scientific back-to-back comparison results, but 
our own observations from the same car with the same driver, driving style 
and driving mode. Naturally, your own mileage may vary. 

These initial impressions of the ES32 come from 500km of driving in 
Singapore, so a more comprehensive review exploring Yokohama’s claim of 
improved wet grip and handling will follow later this year.

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg
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T he BlackVue DR750S series is arguably 
a major upgrade since their popular 
dual channel cameras. Not resting on 
their laurels, Blackvue has been working 

on enhancing their dashcams by adding new 
features such as WiFi connectivity, polished 
smartphone apps and improving on video 
bitrates and memory capacities. More recently, 
they introduced the BlackVue Over The Cloud, 
which allows owners to remotely view their 
dashcam footage from anywhere. 

In many ways, the DR750S series is a major 
overhaul of their flagship product. Be it the 
single channel DR750S-1CH, or dual channel 
DR750S-2CH, it now features a new processor 
and video sensors. Starting with the new 
processor which improves on all areas of 
dashcam operations. Being able to process 
more data than the outgoing flagship enables 
the new camera to record at high bitrates as 
well as breeze through daily operations such as 
booting up, to the speedier GPS signal lock.

Similar to computers, the faster processor 
also runs cooler, which allows the new 
DR750S dashcams to operate up to a higher 
operating temperature limit of 70°C. Beyond 
just processing power, BlackVue further ups 
the ante with new Sony Starvis sensors which 
improve low-light performance dramatically. 
Most importantly, the hardware refresh brings 
butter-smooth 60 frames per second @ 12mbit 
video recording to the front camera. The dual 
channel -2CH model features Full HD video for 
both cameras, and features the new sensor for 
the rear camera as well. 

Memory management has been improved with 
the adoption of a new format-free system. The 
Adaptive Format-Free File Management System 
is more robust and reduces data corruption, 
plus BlackVue’s implementation allows users 
to control video quality as have more options 
for video segment length. The new memory 
partition also allows for secure storage for up to 
50 event-triggered (such as incidents) files. 

The software has been tweaked to retain 
settings during firmware upgrades, and now 
allows users to control the individual LEDs 
of the camera. The motion detection has 
been tweaked to reduce the number of “false 
positives” such as people walking past far away. 
A new feature is scheduled rebooting to ensure 
system stability - like how we periodically 
reboot our modems and routers for the best 
internet connection possible. It’s coded to not 
reboot when an event is triggered, of course...

Even though the file sizes have increased due to 
improved bit rates, transferring the files through 
WiFi is much faster than the predecessor, 
making it a generally more positive user 
experience.

With great video performance, connectivity, as 
well as a far superior software suite than others, 
BlackVue’s new flagship certainly proves that 
thinking beyond the dash cam further cements 
their position as a leader in dash cams.

REFINED DESIGN. 
REINVENTED PERFORMANCE

www.blackvue.com.sg
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Quality after-sales service is paramount to the health and 
well-being of your second most expensive investment, 
your vehicle. Taking care of your vehicle not only helps it 

perform better, it also saves money by maintaining fuel efficiency 
and detecting problems before those leave you stranded. 
  
With an increasingly busy lifestyle, owners are seeking a more 
convenient, one-stop solution for vehicle repair, maintenance, 
and other after-sales services. Ricardo Auto Centre, backed by 
decades of experience, is poised to exceed any customer’s needs 
and is the only authorized workshop in Singapore to operate 
under the brand name “PIT & GO” at Sin Ming. 

Renowned Japanese auto parts manufacturers DENSO, Aisin Seiki 
and Toyota Tsusho established “PIT & GO” as a new concept of car 
service. “PIT & GO” is a combination of the motorsport term “pit 
stop”, which is a routine stop during a race to carry out fast and 
accurate service; and “go” - the feeling of freedom that only a well-
serviced vehicle can bring.

This new concept of car service offers comprehensive 
automotive repair and maintenance services, using quality 
automotive components. Like all PIT & GO workshops, Ricardo 
Auto Centre features the latest in Japanese repair technology, 
cutting-edge facilities, state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment 
and a readily accessible inventory of genuine factory parts and 
accessories. Staff are well-trained to provide thorough and 
easy-to-understand explanations for customers, mechanics too 
undergo constant training to be highly competent with vehicle 
knowledge, and keep abreast of the latest vehicle technologies. 
  
Catering to all makes and models of passenger and commercial 
vehicles, Ricardo Auto Centre is fully equipped to provide all 
forms of vehicle services. Specialist services include: Power-train, 
drive-train, diesel common-rail troubleshooting, air conditioner 
maintenance, as well as CNG and hybrid diagnostics. 

The very spacious workshop, with over 10 bays, is constantly 
maintained in tip top condition, where spills and dirt are 
immediately cleaned up to maintain a clean and pleasant 
environment. Customers can kick back, unwind and recharge in 
the comfortable showroom, which doubles as a waiting room 
where they can watch their cars being worked on. After servicing, 
cars are thoroughly cleaned in a separate washing bay before 
they are returned to their owners. 
  
There is also a dedicated area for tyre installations and wheel 
services. The workshop is well-stocked with a wide range of 
tyres, ranging from eco-friendly models to performance-focused 
Dunlop SP Sport Maxx 050+ flagship tyres, which combine 
handling stability with superior wet grip performance to meet 
the needs of the next generation high-performance vehicles, and 
specialist equipment include the Hunter trio: Wheel Alignment, 
Road Force Wheel Balancer and Automatic Tyre Changer.
  
To add on to the already extensive list of services provided, 
Ricardo Auto Centre provides a 24-hour towing service, Financing, 
Warranty and Insurance services. Last but not least, customers 
can pre-book their servicing slot through the website, www.
ricardo.com.sg to avoid unnecessary waiting. Be it walk-in or pre-
booking, everyone is guaranteed to have a pleasant experience at 
Ricardo Auto Centre! 
  
Ricardo Auto Centre is located at 160 Sin Ming Drive, #02-02/03 
Sin Ming AutoCity, S(575722). They are open from 9:00am to 
6:00pm on Monday to Friday and 9:00am to 4:00pm on Saturday, 
except for public holidays. 

To find out more about Ricardo Auto Centre, visit www.ricardo.com.sg
or contact them at 6475 2112 or enquiry@ricardo.com.sg
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Isn’t this an Impreza?
An all-new platform, an upgraded interior, and no 
increase in price. The Subaru Global Platform (SGP) is 
what the new Impreza is based on, and the XV is the 
second component in the SGP product offensive, which 
shouldn’t be too surprising considering it’s essentially an 
Impreza on stilts. Telling the two apart is easy - though 
they share most of the sheetmetal, the XV sports 
macho-looking black plastic cladding on the bumpers 
and wheelarches, as well as a pair of roof rails. 

Size does matter to me
It’s a fair chunk larger than the segment’s most popular 
car, the Honda HR-V. In terms of size, its closest rival 
would be the recently launched Nissan Qashqai. 

Same engine then?
Locally, the XV is available with a 1.6-litre engine whose 
cylinders are laid out in Subaru’s trademark “boxer” 
fashion, and is connected to a continuously variable 
transmission (CVT). Like all other Subarus in recent 
memory, power is deployed to all four wheels via the 
brand’s “symmetrical” all-wheel drive system. 

1.6… AWD… uh, speed? 
It’s a drivetrain shared with the Impreza, and like that 
car, is probably the weakest link in the XV’s bag of 

talents. It suffers the triple whammy of low power and 
torque outputs (114hp and 150 Nm), achieved at high 
revs (6,200 and 3,600 rpm respectively), while having to 
lug around 1,423kg of weight. In comparison, the car’s 
heavier than the Qashqai and HR-V. What?

Is it more fun to drive slowly?
At least it’s fun to punt around the corners. Subaru 
claims SGP is 70 percent more rigid than before, with 
enhanced refinement and a lower centre of gravity.  
We’ve no way of measuring those figures, but be in no 
doubt that the XV is a lively steerer, thanks mainly to 
the boxer engine’s low centre of gravity.  
 

Tall ground clearance and a soft suspension setup do 
result in a roly-poly experience, but the XV is quick to 
settle. The standard active torque vectoring certainly 
helps here, but it’s still surprising how a car so soft can 
generate so much grip.

Surely, it’s more off-roader than on-roader
New to this second-generation model is the inclusion 
of the X-MODE control system from the Forester, which 
helps juggle the engine output, AWD system, traction 
control and brakes to maintain grip when you venture 
off the blacktop. Coupled with the high ride height, it 

means the XV can tackle slopes and slippy surfaces that 
the rest of the small crossover crowd can only dream 
of, ultimately will be a feature only a small fraction of 
Singaporean users can appreciate.

Inside?
It sports more eye-catching design and higher quality 
materials. An eight-inch multimedia touchscreen with 
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility domi-
nates the centre console and is simple to operate, but 
isn’t the most responsive to the touch.   

Slightly less remarkable is the the 385 litres of boot 
space - it’s no bigger than the outgoing car and trails be-
hind both the Qashqai (430 litres) and HR-V (448 litres), 
but they can fold down for a maximum capacity of 1,240 
litres, and the load area is wide and sensibly shaped. 

So, Impreza or XV?
The new Subaru XV is a very capable and likeable car, 
particularly for keen drivers, but you’d have to be very 
committed to the high-riding, “adventurous” crossover/
SUV lifestyle to pick it, especially given the size similar-
ity and differences in safety and convenience features. 
Looks like we’ll have to continue thinking about what 
“XV” might stand for then...

ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
CO2
Price
Availability

1,599cc, 16V, horizontally opposed 4 cylinder
114hp / 6,200rpm
150Nm / 3,600rpm
CVT
13.9s
175km/h
6.6L/100km
149g/km
S$101,300
Now (www.subaru.com.sg)

Subaru XV 1.6i-S

CROSSING PATHS
New Subaru XV v.s The World
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What is this?
A Kia that could do 270km/h. A product of the Korean car 
industry in a state of raw, ruthless ambition, and wants to 
do to other carmakers what Donald Trump did to the es-
tablished political order in the US, though perhaps with a 
better result for the us, the people drivers.

Looks good. Performance?
The Stinger GT 3.3T-GDI has 370 horsepower and 510Nm 
of peak torque. It gets to 100km/h in 4.9 seconds. Kia had 
apparently released a slower time of 5.1 seconds in early 
spec sheets, but Biermann and his team fiddled with 
some launch software to make it take off better. It’s now 
quicker, you should note, than a BMW 440i Gran Coupe. 
We’ll come back to that car in a bit.

All the GT variants have a variable-ratio steering rack and 
adaptive suspension, with active dampers. A limited-slip 
differential is standard in that spec, too. There are 19-inch 
wheels, and big Brembo brakes — after 10 hard stops, 
the brake pedal suffers from 23 percent elongation, ver-
sus 38 percent for normal stoppers.

A proper sports car then?
That car is an excellent way to calibrate your expectations 
of the Stinger, anyway. It’s not a sportscar as such, but a 
grand tourer: it’s meant to be comfortable, but fast, and 
big enough to take four people and their luggage across 
countries. Here, that would mean loading up and head-

ing up to Cameron Highlands with your pals, and arriving 
in a fit state to do whatever it is that two couples do in 
the mountains. With a quick stop at Sepang for a few hot 
laps along the way, if you want.

The first time I punch the accelerator it hikes its skirt up 
and takes off nicely. It’s not scarily fast, but quick enough 
to bring a wry smile to the face. The power is sustained, 
too, building with the revs so it’s rewarding to keep the 
tach needle in the red zone.

The main thing you notice is how easy it is to drive at 
maximum pace. The weight distribution is 53/47 front/
rear, and it feels balanced and stable when chucked into 
bends, with a lovely amount of feedback coming through 
the wheel to let you judge grip levels.

How does it feel around the ring?
I’m supremely grateful to have an ace to follow around 
the place, but nothing prepares me for some of the ’Ring’s 
gnarly crests, especially the ones that happen mid-corner. 
The Stinger manages to feel composed even when its sus-
pension is completely unloaded and it has to make a quick 
direction charge on its tiptoes. My stomach, on the other 
hand, feels like it wants to exit through my mouth.

The brake pedal feels a bit soft after a day of media 
drives, but the stopping power itself is pretty mighty. 
You hit big speeds here, and I see a little over 250km/h 

on the head-up display before the lead driver backs off 
a bit to let a Canadian journalist catch up to us, and that 
means there are sometimes big speeds to shed. The Kia 
isn’t fazed by any of them, even though none of the cars 
have had their pads or rotors changed during the media 
drives.

The weak spot
It’s with the eight-speed auto, which doesn’t drop ratios 
in anticipation of corners. Instead, you bury the throttle 
on the exits, and then you get your lower gear. Flappy 
paddles on the steering are there, of course, but I’ve got-
ten used to cars that can choose gears on the track better 
than I can, so it feels strange to have to DIY that part of 
driving again.

My drive of the car on the Nürburgring shows that the 
Stinger isn’t just good “for a Kia”, but a properly sorted 
driving machine by any standard. Its success or failure 
here will be a good gauge of car snobbery in Singapore. 
The good news is, Singapore will be getting the Stinger 
GT with a 3.3-litre V6 twin-turbo (albeit with rear-wheel 
drive instead of AWD), alongside a more basic 2.0-litre 
turbo. 

Whatever it is, I’ve started to think of the 3.3T-GDI as a 
performance bargain, sort of like Mitsubishi’s Lancer Evo-
lution was, only with far more refinement and style. BMW 
drivers feared and respected that car, too.

ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
CO2
Price
Availability

3,342cc, 24V, V6, turbocharged
370hp / 6,000rpm
510Nm / 1,300-4,500rpm
8 Speed Auto
4.9s
270km/h
TBA
TBA
S$TBA
TBA (www.kia.com.sg)

Kia Stinger GT 3.3T-GDI

SUPER KIA 
Kia attacks with fire and fury
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A race that took a turn at well, the first turn
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO 
PHOTO FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP LIMITED

The opening stages of the 61-lap race were among 
the most exciting of times in recent history. The action 
on the wet circuit had begun when the lights turned 
green, as the chaos kicked in at the very first bend.
 
“Coming here with the idea of damage limitation, 
thinking ‘I’m going to come out of here behind in 
the championship again’ and now I’m further ahead. 
I definitely count my blessings and don’t take it for 
granted,” Hamilton gives word before the race begins.
 
Hamilton tackled the Marina Bay Street Circuit with 
a perfect lead thereafter, as the race saw a change of 
look when Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel, Max Verstappen 
and Kimi Raikkonen crashed out.
 
According to Verstappen (even though witnesses saw 
an aggressive turn on his part), mentions the blame fell 
on Vettel – who has won five times in the all 10 editions 
held in Singapore. But after much deliberation upon 
investigation, none of the drivers faced further action.
 
With this unfortunate incident in place, Hamilton 
seized the opportunity to capitalize, and made his way 
to the front from fifth on the grid.
 
“I just saw commotion at the beginning. I took a 
really wide line into Turn One thinking they might 
trail into me. Fortunately I passed before that 
happened and Kimi went into Verstappen. Sebastian 
span right in front of me so I was hoping he wouldn’t 
collect me. And then I was in the lead and I like this 
position,” said Hamilton.
 
From there, it was all smooth sailing throughout; as he 
led the entire race from start to finish even with safety 
cars in the way, whilst making room for teammate 
Valtteri Bottas who finished third Red Bull Racing driver 
Daniel Ricciardo.
 
“We didn’t have the Friday pace to have the pace on 
Mercedes. A little bit disappointed to miss out on a 
win but I’m grateful for another podium,” Ricciardo 
comments on taking second place.
 
It was a fantastic race for the Mercedes-AMG winner, as 
he moved 28 points clear in the title race from Vettel, 
after the crash on the very first lap.
 
On the final league of the race, Hamilton leads 
Ricciardo by 3.9 seconds, while Bottas, Carlos Sainz and 
Force India’s Sergio Perez make up the top five.
 
The track went green for the last time when the Brit 
drew open the gap and eventually won by 4.5 seconds. 
For Mercedes it was a well-spent evening with some 
of the most gripping moments in place, as Hamilton 
stormed to his 60th Formula One victory.

Lewis Hamilton 
celebrated the 
2017 Formula One 
Singapore Airlines 
Singapore Grand Prix 
by securing himself a 
sweet victory at the 
night race.

2017
Formula One 
Singapore 
Airlines, 
Singapore 
Grand Prix
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This year’s off-track entertainment saw a bunch of international performers take centre stage at the 10th 
Anniversary of the Singapore Grand Prix.
 
Superstars such as Ariana Grande, The Chainsmokers, Duran Duran and OneRepublic filled the Padang with pre 
and post- race performances, while British DJ Calvin Harris rounded off the finale, celebrating Lewis Hamilton’s 
win at the Singapore Grand Prix.
 
From major throwback hits such as ‘Stop and Stare’ and ‘All The Right Moves’, OneRepublic kicked off the 
pumped up weekend leaving fans with an atmosphere filled with electric tunes.
 
To keep the bar equally – if not even higher, American pop singer opened the second day with one of the all-
time favourite hit song ‘Be Alright’ before diving into her 60-minute star-studded show.
 
In a tribute to victims of the tragic event that took place in Manchester earlier this year, Ariana Grande 
captured the hearts of the crowd as they sang along to ‘One Last Time’ – a track dedicated as a symbol of love 
for the incident.
 
As the weekend comes to a splendid finale, the crowd at Calvin Harris’ set saw hordes of fans – all 60,000 of 
them thereabouts – that braved through wet conditions during his 75-minute grand finale. As a closing act, the 
stage lit up for an encore repeat of ‘Summer’ as he wrapped the three-day Formula One festivities on a high.

Highlights from an unforgettable three-day weekend at 
the F1 Singapore Grand Prix
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO 
PHOTO FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP LIMITED
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Drake’s

At Drake’s, the process begins as you start by 
selecting one of their many prepared fabric 
designs. Next, you determine your preferred 
width and length of your tie and move 
on to the third step, which leads you to a 
choice of tipping. Before your tie is made, 
Drake’s allows you to make decisions up to 
the most intimate details (such as thickness 
preference of the interlining) of your tie.

drakes.com

Viola Milano

From block patterns to cashmere and even paisley 
prints, Viola Milano’s made-to-order ties allows initials 
up to four characters to be printed at the back – for 
the ultimate personalisation.

violamilano.com

Kevin Seah

Singapore-based Kevin Seah Bespoke offers 
made-to-order tie services that include a wide 
selection of over 500 fabrics from an in-house 
catalogue. Clients are also given the opportunity 
on how they would like their tie construction to 
be, based on personal preferences.

kevinseah.com

Brunello Cucinelli

This polka-dotted piece of fabric makes the 
perfect complement to any outfit. Available in 
five colour combinations – with the lead grey 
and yellow accents being our personal favourite 
– the wool flannel pocket square leaves the 
wearer a subtle touch of sophistication.

brunellocucinelli.com

Brooks Brothers

Brooks Brothers is an American icon with over 199 years 
of rich heritage. As with any piece of their clothing, the 
Paisley pocket square, with its artistic design is bold and 
enhances one’s character. Made of pure silk in Italy, the 
pocket square shows the play of colours with each fold 
and goes hand in hand even with a simple navy suit.

brooksbrothers.com

J.Crew

When you want to look like you made an effort without 
actually having to make an effort, the classic white would 
be the go-to answer every time. Made from fine English 
linen in the United Kingdom, the pocket square can be 
paired with just about any suit in your wardrobe. For a 
quirky alternative, the cotton pocket square adds a nice 
touch with its large dots design.

jcrew.com

Reaching for the same colours and patterns 
every morning can be a true bore. If that’s 
not a hassle on its own, picking out a tie at 

the store could be just as a chore.
Here’s when we bring you a solution; a service 

that allows you to create your very own tie from 
scratch by means of very few quick steps.

It’s the littlest things in life that usually make the biggest difference. Take the pocket 
square for instance, a tool that has lost its importance over the years. A tool, that 
defines the style of a man, and one that should be indispensable when a formal suit 

is concerned.
There’s no steadfast rule for choosing a pocket square. But keep this next tip in mind 

on your next shopping trip and you can’t go wrong: It should simply complement your 
shirt and tie, and if it feels right, you can jolly well be on your way.
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Smart Sport

Pixma Magic

Modern Twist

Garmin has just released its new vivosport activity 
trackers, featuring a fiber-reinforced polymer case, 
silicone strap and a colour touch-enabled display. 
It has a built-in GPS and integrated heart rate 
sensor, too. Its compatibility with iOS, Android and 
Windows Phone devices mean that notifications 
will appear whenever you receive a text, call or 
email. Garmin claims a battery life of seven days in 
“smartwatch mode”, while stretching to as long as 
eight hours in “GPS/workout mode”. Three colour 
options are available - black/fuschia, black/slate 
and black/limelight, along with two sizes (regular 
and large). Competitively priced at SGD$299, will 
this be an alternative for the Apple Watch Series 3 
for iPhone users?

Canon has updated their printer line with three photo 
all-in-one printers, and an office all-in-one printer - the 
PIXMA TR8570. All models share the ability to embed 
secret messages in photos via Canon’s Message in 
Print app. Let’s focus on the office-grade all-in-one 
“partner”, which we reckon can also double as your 
home companion if your home office. It measures in at 
a compact size of  438 x 351 x 190mm, and it features a 
4.3” Full touch-screen LCD display. 4R borderless printing 
can be achieved in about 37 seconds, and prints A4 at 
about approximately 15.0ipm (B&W) / 10.0ipm (color) - 
more than sufficient “juice” for your daily office needs! It 
is priced at SGD$289, and available now at all authorised 
Canon distributors.

Klipsch’s R6 and R6i Reference in-ear headphones 
received a minor, but useful upgrade. Notably, both now 
comes with classic round cables for improved handling. 
The 6.5mm dual magnet micro speakers and oval ear tips 
remain unchanged. Now labeled as the R6 (II) and R6i 
(II) Reference in-ear headphones, they now come with a 
carrying case and four sets of oval tips of varying sizes. 
You can be assured of the same, premium sound quality 
of its predecessor, but now packed with a more seamless 
user experience. The R6 (II) and the R6i (II) are available 
at all Klipsch retailers for SGD$109 and SGD$149 
respectively, a SGD$20 decrease over the original 
versions when they were first revealed. Tempted, yet?

High Roller
Trackballs in 2017? Sounds like a step back in time, 
but Logitech claims that the MX Ergo can “revive” 
its charm with a modern twist. The MX Ergo is a 
large mouse with no less than eight buttons. The 
scroll wheel supports tilt and has middle-click 
functions for more flexibility. The trackball precision 
ranges from 320DPI to 440DPI, and its sensitivity 
can be changed on the spot via a button above 
the trackball. Logitech claims that the MX Ergo can 
last up to four months on a single charge. Priced at 
SGD$149, available at all authorised retail stores.

www.msi.com

Paper Thin
Panasonic’s EZ1000 is arguably the “best”4K HDR 
OLED TV from the company now. This 65-inch 
beauty has “ISF-calibrated” colour modes, almost 
covers the entire DCI-P3 spectrum and has a 
“Dynamic Blade Speaker” system with 14 speaker 
units. A new processor is able to regain lost details 
in “near-black” picture areas, and colours can be 
reproduced more accurately as it takes into account 
CMY colour information. It does not come cheap, 
with a retail price of SGD$10,900, but this is purely 
an object of desire, packed with loads of tech. Will its 
visual charm be able to justify this hefty price tag?

Game On

VR-ready laptops are getting slimmer, lighter and 
packs a lethal punch on the performance front. 
It might sound impossible, but the 15.6-inch MSI 
GS63VR 7RG Stealth Pro ticks all the right boxes, 
with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 8GB, up to 32GB 
DDR4-2400 memory, one Thunderbolt 3 port, 
three USB 3.0 Type A and one “traditional” USB 2.0 
port, along with a HDMI 2.0 and Mini DisplayPort 
1.2 connector to support up to three external 
displays. The full list of specs are not available yet, 
but we expect this example to bridge the gap 
between portability and brutal performance!

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!



The Formula One circus roared into Sepang International 
Circuit for the final time on 29 September, having been a 
favourite fixture on the race calendar since 1999. Faced 
with rising costs and declining ticket sales, the organisers 

decided not to renew its contract with Formula One, meaning 2017 
would be the last Malaysian Grand Prix for the foreseeable future.

The event’s swansong was certainly one to remember, as Red Bull 
driver Max Verstappen took victory a day after his 20th birthday, 
and the weekend ended with a literal bang.

This race was Ferrari’s for the taking, with both Sebastian Vettel 
and Kimi Raikkonen showing strong place while championship 
leader Lewis Hamilton struggled with pace all weekend long in 
his Mercedes. 

Unfortunately for the Italian team, luck was not on their side as 
Vettel, who topped the timesheets on the first day of practice, 
suffered an engine problem which prevented him from setting a 
time in qualifying, ensuring he would start the race from last on 
the grid. Raikkonen, by now the team’s main hope, put in a strong 
qualifying performance, but ultimately was pipped to pole position 
by Hamilton by less than five hundredths of a second.

With a significantly faster car, most people expected a dominant 
performance from Raikkonen in the main race, but alas it was not 
meant to be. Drama unfolded just before the race start as The 
Iceman’s car was pushed into the pits, never to emerge again, 
apparently suffering the same problem as Vettel had the day before. 

This was an extreme stroke of luck for Hamilton’s quest for a fourth 
driver’s championship, but he still had the quick Red Bull pair of 
Verstappen and Daniel Ricciardo to contend with, who were both 
starting from the second row. 

Indeed, despite a clean getaway, Hamilton was soon under 
extreme pressure from Verstappen, and once DRS (drag reduction 
system) was activated, he became a sitting duck for the Dutchman. 
With a good slipstream coming onto the main straight on lap 4, 
Verstappen dove down the inside of Hamilton going into Turn 1, 
a move which the Briton didn’t vigorously defend given his chase 
for the 2017 title. From there, the race was largely uneventful as 
Verstappen cruised home to a comfortable win, only his second 
victory in Formula One.

The most exciting drive of the day though, came from Vettel, who 
scythed dramatically through the field to finish in 4th place after 
starting from 20th. His brilliant performance was marred however, 
by a bizarre incident after the chequered flag, where he collided 
with the Williams of Lance Stroll and folded his left rear wheel and 
suspension up like a pretzel.

With a 59-point deficit at present and just four races left to go, 
Vettel can ill-afford any such setbacks, particularly in a non-
racing scenario.
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Selamat Tinggal,

Malaysia
A bittersweet moment for racing fans, as Malaysia bids goodbye to F1
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B ringing their third round to Melaka International Motorsports Circuit (MIMC), 
the Forca Generation X Time Attack event 
got even more exciting as the Singapore 

Aces come face to face with the top Malaysian 
grassroots drivers.

This was Project SG Racing Crew first participation 
in the Generation X Time Attack that was held at the 
MIMC.  MIMC is an intermediate circuit consists of 
900m worth of  hairpins and 800m of straights.The difference between the Malaysian-version from the  

Singapore-organised event, Generation X Time Attack 
made the race more challenging by implementing 
slight changes to the track configuration.Hanz (organiser for Forca Generation X) trimmed 

down the straight to only 700m.  With this race 
layout, drivers could only trim off their timing at the 

hairpins rather than depending on the straights to 
shorten their lap times. This required much more 
more effort than the usual full-track configuration.Attracted a total of 153 drivers from both Malaysia 

and Singapore, drivers shown no mercy on their 
throttle as they kept attacking and pushing hard on 
their rides, hoping to secure a podium moment for 
the categories which they have signed up for.The hottest battle of all categories, the Open 

Category offered a cash prize of RM$1,000 for 
the champion. Guess what? This event had also 
attracted a handful of lady drivers to take part as 
well and... don’t say we didn’t warn you, that their 
timings were almost on par with some of the guys!With a narrow lead of 0:55 split-sec from Malaysia’s 

pioneer driver, Mr Dzamir Shah, Shane Ang had 
managed to grab the Championship title for Forca 

Cup Open Category (1:03:35). The timing also won 
him cash prizes of RM1,000, he also bagged the 
‘Fastest Timing of the Day’ award as well. Well done!Other than Shane, Sen Koh (Toyota GT86) and 

Chase Lim (Suzuki Swift Sport) have also came in 
1st Runner Up in Rear Wheel Drive Open Category 
and 1,600cc naturally aspirated (NA) Category 
respectively. The luckiest additional award which 
made Chase a happy man was that he also managed 
to bag the Cash prizes of RM150 in his category.  
Well…. Should be enough to cover his “makan” stuff 
in Malacca!

Anyone keen to take part in the Malaysian races? 
Generation X Time Attack Round 4 will still be held 
in Melaka International Motorsport Circuit and it 
would be held on 10 Dec 2017. Do contact Project 
SG Racing Crew via facebook if you are keen to join 
them for the northern race!
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Back To Melaka: The Project SG Racing CrewTEXT CHASE LIM PHOTO GENERATION X , RJMT

1,600cc (NA)
1st Runner-UpChase Lim

(Sponsored by AMCA Engineering / FK Massimo Singapore / Hiap Hong & Co)
Rear Wheel Drive (Open)1st Runner Up

Sen Koh
(Sponsored by 8ignition Lubricants / Ptune)FORCA Cup (Open)Champion

Shane Ang
(Sponsored by 8ignition Lubricants / Ptune)Fastest Time of the Day AwardShane Ang (Supersonic)

Ladies naturally aspirated (NA)Category 5th Runner UpDenelle Tan

Aero Rev MIVEC / VTEC / VVL (Open)6th Runner UpBenjamin Wong

FORCA Cup (Open)Participation
Savian Quek
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Kallang 
Brawl

MSS Auto Gymkhana 
Motul Series Round 3

Round 3 of the MSS Auto Gymkhana Motul Series 2017 was held on 8 
October at Kallang Carpark 4.

The days kick started at 9am with driver scrutineering as well as 
participant briefings. This was followed by a 2 hours of practice runs before 
the lunch break. The first day saw participants running in the race pattern 1, 
while day two saw them running in patterns 2 and 3. The last day was the most 
exciting as well, with an hour dedicated to an Eliminator Shoot Out as well as 
the Team Eliminator Shoot Out

Participants were grouped according to their vehicles types, Class 1 for Front 
Wheel Drive, 2 for Rear Wheel Drive, 3 for All Wheel Drive, 4 for Novice - Front, 
Rear or All Wheel Drive, 5 for Open (Front, Rear or All Wheel Drive), 6 for Team 
Entries and 7 for Novice Challenge. For the first time, MSS had opened a Novice 
Challenge Category for Non-MSS members, a rare opportunity to better 
understand this event.

A team consisted of two cars and could be formed with two competitors from 
different classes. Each team driver was be given one shot at glory.

The practice runs started at 10am with the Gymkhana Race Pattern 1, followed 
by Gymkhana Race Pattern 2 at 11am before a lunch break. The day also saw 
eight shortlisted MSS members taking part in the Asia Gymkhana Driver 
selection for Team SG. All drivers were selected based on timing clocked in a 
Toyota “V 10 Sport”, this time in black.

Despite the soggy weather, all the drivers gave their best shot in a car that’s 
more underpowered than they’re used to. Chase Lim and Sylvester Lim were 
chosen to represent Singapore at the upcoming event in Taiwan! 

Post lunch, was a track walk, followed by Gymkhana Race Pattern 3. The action 
heated up near 3pm with the shoot-out for Class 5, Team and Champ of Champs!

The next round of the MSS Auto Gymkhana Motul Series will be held on 4 and 5 
November at The Grandstand.
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Class1 
Chase Lim Boon Seng
Jason Fu Wei Peng
Class2 
Ivan Lim Sheng Li
Jeremy Low
James Lee Chung Ee
Class3
Johnny Wong Teck Yew
Terence Soh
Sylvester Lim
Class5
Terence Soh
Ivan Lim Sheng Li
Johnny Wong Teck Yew



one tank, one night and one thousand km
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57Restoran Hunting

DAY 1

DAY 2
Kuala Lumpur - Seremban - Singapore

Singapore - Yong Peng - Paloh - Kuala 
Lumpur - Petaling Jaya - Kuala Lumpur

We’ve written about the new BMW 520d before, and whether it fulfils what’s ex-
pected of any new 5 Series (namely, long distance comfort, spaciousness, refine-
ment and the ability to deliver fun on a fun road). To keep things short, it does.

So we thought we’d take a 520d and see how much distance we would get from 
one tank in real world conditions. While we were at it we would look for diver-
sions from the drudgery of the North-South Highway and sniff out some food 
stops along the way. After all, just because the car didn’t have to refuel doesn’t 
mean we didn’t...

So we collect the 520d from Performance Motors, and 
the trip computer shows we have 1,066km in the tank.

The first stretch of the North-South Highway isn’t much 
better. Trucks rule the expressway here, and seem to 
think it’s ok to crawl along the fast lane…

… or, failing that, to drive six feet behind a car that’s 
stuck behind a behemoth doing 60 in the fast lane.

It isn’t long before I make my first food stop of the day, at 
the small town of Yong Peng, just under 100km from the 
border.
Here you’ll find Anthony Fishball, which everyone seems 
to know, probably thanks to Wheels For Fun. The driving 
holiday specialist often uses it as a breakfast stop.

Grab a bowl of dry fishball noodles (they’re nice and 
springy, and coated in a light, slightly sweet sauce), and 
pick up some char siu pastry, which is baked on the 
premises.

It’s around 1630 when I hit KL, and the car suddenly sug-
gests taking a coffee break. It’s probably detected a bit of 

driver fatigue somehow, but it’s a bit off the mark. What I 
want is food, not coffee.

I guide the BMW through heavy but manageable traf-
fic out of KL and into Petaling Jaya, a western suburb 
that sprang up in the 1950s after the capital got a bit 
crowded.
The makan place I seek out might not be the best in the 
country, but since it’s near where my grandparents used 
to stay, I trot over for the comforting taste of childhood.

Restoran Sun Hin Loong offers the standard array of ko-
pitiam fare; there’s chicken rice, wantan mee, curry mee, 
assam laksa and claypot loh shee fun, the sort of stuff any 
sensible stomach would welcome.

But my idea of comfort food involves a dry, peppery, 
slightly smoky plate of char koay teow, so that’s what I or-
der. It comes with a surprise in the form of a hefty RM6.50 
bill. A little over two bucks in our money, but still a lot to 
pay for a snack-sized portion.

Locals use the Federal Highway to get from PJ to KL, and 
it’s notoriously choked with traffic in the morning. But 

I figure that the evening should be different, so I aim 
the BMW onto that and, naturally enough, immediately 
become another piece of traffic choking the highway up.
I sit in the jam listening to podcasts while trying to will 
my snack to digest quickly, because unlike the BMW, I 
want an empty tank. Come nightfall, I intend to refuel. I 
won’t be doing it in KL itself, though. Locals know that 
the best hokkien mee (or fook kin chow if you can wrap 
your tongue around Cantonese) is no longer downtown, 
but out in PJ.

If you’ve never had this dish, prepare yourself: when the 
first oily forkful hits your tongue, it’s like having your 
tastebuds kissed by the devil. Few do it better than 
Restoran Ahwa, where there’s such a greasy, moreish 
goodness to the noodles that whatever oil the chef uses 
could probably fuel the 520d without a hiccup.

The restaurant offers other goodies like stuffed taupok 
and Penang-style lor bak, so you should probably set 
aside some room in your stomach for those. Not being 
the man I was in my 20s, however, I call it good with the 
fried noodles and crawl back to the Trader’s Hotel to 
sleep off the meal.

Breakfast in KL for me demands a visit to Petaling Jaya (yet again) for a bowl of prawn 
noodles, but what I’m looking forward to more is a diversion up into the Titiwangsa 
mountain range, the hill system that runs along the spine of Peninsular Malaysia. 
Believe it or not, just half an hour out of KL the mountains offer fantastic roads to play 
on, with a scenic landscape that seems a world away from the drudgery of the North-
South Highway.

You should look for Jalan Kuala Klawang - Semenyih to take you to the town of Kuala 
Klawang, which you can use as an navigation waypoint.

Practically deserted, the road here sweeps up to an elevation of over 400m, and feels 
like someone has grafted a stretch of European B-road into Malaysia. The makes it the 
perfect place for the 520d to strut its stuff, but the corners are tight enough here to 
emphasise the car’s size and weight.

Heading into the hills means I’ve strayed far off the NSHW, but at some point I look 
for road N86, which conveniently funnels me down to Seremban, where Quinn Res-
taurant is a slurp-worthy stop.

The beef noodle served up here is slathered in a starchy gravy that doesn’t over-
whelm the palate, and you can have your bowl with various bits of cow if beef balls 
are too one-dimensional for you.
Having opted for a sleep-inducing portion, I decide to take it easy for the rest of the 
way home, and the BMW’s satnav guides me to the NSHW in 10 minutes.

A few more hours on the NSHW (with our drive time padded by yet another jam) and 
I make it back with the fuel light on and 66km left in the tank according to the trip 
computer, having covered 1,001km — just 1km off the estimated range at the start of 
the drive.
More to the point, instead of blatting straight to KL and back (a meaningless exercise, 
if any), I reckon only 60 percent of my drive took place on the highway. The rest was 
devoted to mountain roads, diversions into quiet twisties, jaunts into the suburbs for 
food, and at least two-and-a-half hours in slow-moving or gridlocked traffic.

My takeways? I couldn’t have wished for a better companion than the new 5 Series to 
spend a cumulative 16 hours behind the wheel, ultimately. In case you fancy doing 
some of the same excursions, there’s a list of the food stops I made. Just be sure to 
plan for some refueling…
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Existing owners of Rolexes might consider the watches 
spinning in their watch winders too conservative. This 
is commonly found in cases where these watches have 

been handed down by a parent or a relative.
 
To that extent, MAD caters specifically to such interests, by 
transforming iconic models from Rolex and tweaks them ac-
cording to the client’s personal preferences. The MAD Deepsea 
Ghost is one of many fine examples, with a rather sporty 
theme that comes with a hand-painted matte black dial, hands 
and indicators – hence as its name suggests ‘Ghost’.
 
The timepiece (priced at $39,800) that’s basically entirely 
coated in black, is powered by an automatic movement and 
houses a black ceramic bezel along with glossy black numbers.

Sold exclusively at Reebonz Suntec City.
For more details, contact E’Collezione: +65 9188 0115

We’ve seen Snyper’s ‘Two’ Special Edition collection 
take off. This time, Snyper introduces new colour 
players to its robust collection with an option of 

orange-coloured chronometer trim on its black carbon dial 
and deep flange.
 
Now with red, yellow and orange in its colour chart, business 
is as usual as the watch sports a self-winding F100 and the 
movement also features screw details and has a Snyper 
signature. Apart from the stealthy-black PVD case trio, the 
brand now brings clients more option in its Snyper Two Grey 
titanium model. 

The timepiece is now available with blue trims and accents, 
and is paired with a matte black rubber strap that comes 
with the iconic five-star design above its grey PVD-coated 
case. The face of the watch shows seconds, minutes, and 
hours and includes a day-date display. The rubber bracelet 
underlines the overall sporty and military-inspired utility 
look of the watch.
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ART DIRECTION STEVEN LU

PHOTOS  PETER LEE

STYLIST ALEX HO 

COVER GIRL JIE YING

FROM ELEGANZ TALENT MANAGEMENT

JIE YING

Scan here for more

Jie Ying content!

JIE YING
When we wanted a great looking model to 

contrast to our cover car, Jie Ying brings along 

with her bubbling bundle of endless energy. 

Brave, never afraid to try anything new at-

titude is a winning combination, unmatched 

by many. We love ladies who can punch way 

above their weight!
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